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Abstract
Detecting and reacting to critical project states in order to achieve planned goals is one
key issue in performing a software development project successfully and staying competitive
as a software development company. Software Cockpits, also known as Software Project
Control Centres, support the management and controlling of software and system development projects and provide a single point of project control. One key element of such cockpits
is the analysis, interpretation, and visualisation of measurement data in order to support
various stakeholders for different purposes. Currently, many companies develop their own
cockpits (typically simple dashboards) that are mainly based on Spreadsheet applications.
Alternatively, they use dashboard solutions that provide a fixed set of predefined functions
for project control that cannot be sufficiently customised to their own development environment. Most of the more generic approaches for control centres offer only partial solutions
and lack purpose-oriented and role-oriented data interpretation and visualisation based on a
flexible set of control techniques that can be customised according to planned goals in a
cost-efficient way. A systematic approach for defining reusable, customisable control components and instantiate them according to different organisational goals and characteristics is
basically missing. This article gives an overview of the Specula project control framework
and illustrates how to employ it for implementing project control mechanisms. The focus is
on how to describe and combine control components in a generic way and how to select the
right components based on explicitly defined project goals. Furthermore, related approaches
are discussed and the use of Specula as part of industrial case studies is described.

1. Introduction
One means for obtaining intellectual control over development processes and determining
the performance of processes and the quality of products is to institutionalise measurement on
the basis of explicit models. Companies have started to introduce so-called software cockpits,
also know as Software Project Control Centres (SPCC) [16] or Project Management Offices
(PMO) [17], for systematic quality assurance and management support. A software cockpit is
comparable to an aircraft cockpit, which centrally integrates all relevant information for
monitoring and controlling purposes. For example, a project manager can use it to get an
overview of the project state and a quality assurance manager can use it to check the quality
of the software product.
There exist a variety of such software cockpits in practice, gathering different measurement data and implementing different techniques for data interpretation and visualisation
ranging from simple dashboards to approaches supporting advanced controlling techniques
and allowing for organisation-wide data collection, interpretation, and visualisation. An important success factor in the software engineering domain is that these solutions are customised to the specific goals (such as controlling), the organisational characteristics and needs, as
well as the concrete project environment (e.g., available data and process maturity). For instance, for multi-disciplinary, distributed software development, measurement data has to be
collected from different sources (locations) and formats. In this case, integration of data is
crucial for getting a consistent picture of the project state. Supporting such customisation by

pro-actively reusing configurable components promises cost-efficient set-up of software
cockpits.
Specula (lat. watch tower) is a generic framework for implementing software cockpits
within an organisation using reusable control components [8], [9]. It was developed at the
University of Kaiserslautern and the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE) and basically consists of four parts: (1) a logical architecture for implementing software cockpits [16], (2) a conceptual model formally describing the interfaces between
data collection, data interpretation, and data visualisation, (3) an implementation of the conceptual model, including a construction kit of control components, and (4) a method of how
to select control components according to explicitly stated control goals and set up project
control for a specific development organisation. The evaluation of the Specula framework is
currently being conducted in several industrial case studies as part of the Soft-Pit research
project funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research [20]. The project
focuses on getting experience and methodological support for operationally introducing control centres into companies and projects.
Section 2 will present the Specula framework in more detail and illustrate its conceptual
modules and the basic data flow between those modules. Section 3 will define reusable control components and show how to instantiate them in order to systematically collect, interpret, and visualise measurement data during project performance. Section 4 will illustrate the
customisation process of the framework based on explicitly defined measurement goals and
will present a sample scenario on how to apply this process in a real project environment.
Section 5 will present related work in the field of software project control centres and project
performance indicators. The article will conclude with a brief summary and discussion of future work and describe the continuous application of the Specula framework as part of industrial projects.

2. The Specula Framework
Specula, also known as goal-oriented SPCC approach, is a state-of-the-art framework for
project control. It implements a control centre as defined in [16]. One essential objective of
Specula is to interpret and present collected measurement data in a goal-oriented way in order
to optimise a measurement program and effectively detect plan deviations making use of
freely configurable, reusable control components. Specula is largely based on the Quality
Improvement Paradigm (QIP) and the GQM approach [2]. QIP is used to implement a project
control feedback cycle and make use of experiences and knowledge gathered in order to reuse and customise control components. GQM is used to drive the selection process of finding
the right control components according to explicitly defined measurement goals.
Figure 1 illustrates the basic conceptual modules of the Specula framework. The customisation module is responsible for selecting and adapting the control components according to
project goals and characteristics and defined measurement (control) goals. It is possible to
include past experience (e.g., effort baselines, thresholds) in the selection and adaptation
process. This experience is stored in a experience base. A Visualisation Catena (VC) is created, which formally describes how to collect, interpret, and visualise measurement data. The
set of reusable control components from which the VC is instantiated basically consists of
integrated project control techniques (for interpreting the data in the right way) and data visualisation mechanisms (for presenting the interpreted data in accordance with the role interested in the data). The central processing module collects measurement data during project
performance and interprets and visualises them according to the VC specification. Measurement data can be retrieved (semi-)automatically from project repositories or manually from
data collection forms and (semi-)formal documents. Finally, charts and tables are produced to

allow for online project control. A packaging module collects feedback from project stakeholders about the application of the control mechanisms and stores them in an Experience
Base (e.g., whether a baseline worked, whether all plan deviations were detected, or whether
retaliatory actions had a measurable effect). Using these modules, the Specula framework is
able to specify a whole family of project control centres (which is comparable to a software
product line for control centres).
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Figure 1: Overview of the Specula Framework.
Large parts of the framework are supported by a corresponding tool implementation,
which currently completely automates the central processing module as well as parts of the
customisation module (defining control components and creating a VC). The process of deriving a VC from a GQM plan, project goals, and characteristics is currently not supported by
the tool and must be performed manually. Section 4 will give an overview of the performed
steps and provide some guidance on how to systematically perform this task. Packaging is
currently only supported as far as maintenance of control components is concerned (e.g., creating new components, changing existing ones, and adapting parameter settings).

3. Specification of Control Components
In order to control software development projects, especially projects using a distributed
development process, goal-oriented interpretation and visualisation of collected measurement
data is essential. In [8] the concept of a so-called Visualisation Catena (VC) for project control is described. A VC steers the process of measurement data collection, processing, and
visualisation. The processing and interpretation of collected measurement data is usually related to a special measurement purpose, like analysing of effort deviations, or guiding a project manager. A set of techniques and methods (from the repository of control components) is
used by the VC for covering the specified measurement purpose. We will refer to the applied
techniques and methods as controlling functions moving forward. The visualisation and presentation of the processed and collected measurement data is related to roles of the project that
profit from using the data. The VC creates a set of custom-made controlling views, which
presents the data corresponding to the interests of the specified role, such as a high-level controlling view for a project manager, and a detailed view of found defects for a quality assurance manager. The whole visualisation catena (including controlling functions and views) has
to be adapted in accordance with the context characteristics and organisational environment
of the software development project currently controlled. The visualisation catena is the cen-

tral component of the Specula framework and is mainly responsible for the purpose-, role-,
and context-oriented interpretation and visualisation of measurement data.
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Figure 2: Components of a Visualisation Catena and their Types.
Figure 2 gives an overview of all VC components and their corresponding types. Basically, a VC consists of elements responsible for data collection, interpretation, and visualisation. The Specula controlling framework distinguishes between the following five components on the type level:
(T1) Data types describe the structure of incoming data and data that is further processed
by the VC. For instance, a time series (a sequence of time stamp and corresponding value
pairs) or a project plan (a hierarchical set of activities having a start and end date and an effort baseline) could be logical data types that could either be directly read-in by the system or
be the output of a data processing function.
(T2) Data access object packages describe the different ways concrete data types may be
accessed. For instance, an XML package contains data access objects for reading data (having a certain data type) from an XML file, writing data to an XML file, or changing the contents of an XML file. A special package may be used, for instance, to automatically connect
to an effort accounting system or bug tracking data base. A data access object contains data
type-specific parameters in order to access the data repositories. For instance, a URL, table
name, user name, and password would have to be specified in order to retrieve data from an
SQL database.
(T3) Web forms describe a concrete way to manage measurement data manually involving
user interaction. A web form manages a concrete data type. For instance, new data may be
added, existing data may be changed or completely removed. A web form also refers to other
data types that are needed as input. For instance, in order to enter effort data manually, one
need the concrete activities of the project for which the effort is accounted. Moreover, a web
form can be parameterised according to a project’s and organisation’s context.
(T4) Functions represent a certain controlling technique or method, which is used to process incoming data (like Earned Value Analysis, Milestone Trend Analysis, or Tolerance
Range Checking). Usually, a function covers at least one measurement purpose, like monitoring a project’s attribute, analysing data, or just comparing actual data with baselines, and has
to be adapted in correspondence to the context. A function needs different data types as input,
produces data of certain data types as output, and may be adapted to a concrete context
through a set of parameters.

(T5) Views represent a certain way to present the (processed) data, like drawing a twodimensional diagram or just a table with a certain amount of rows and columns. Usually, a
view is associated with one or more roles of the project, like the project manager or the quality assurance manager, and has to be adapted in correspondence to the project context
through a set of parameters. A view visualises different data types and may refer to other
views in order to create a hierarchy of views. The latter may, for instance, be used to create a
view for a certain project role that consists of a set of sub-views.
In addition, the following components are distinguished on the four instances level:
(I1) Data entries instantiate data types and represent the concrete content of measurement
data that are processed by the control centre. We basically distinguish between external and
internal data. External data must be read-in or imported from an external location, or manually entered into the system. Each external data object has to be specified explicitly by a data
entry containing, for instance, the start and end time and the interval at which the data should
be collected. In addition, the data access object package that should be used to access the external data has to be specified. Internal data are the outcome of functions (executed by the
control centre). They are implicitly specified by the function producing the corresponding
data type as output and therefore need no explicit specification and representation as data entry. External as well as internal data may be used as input for instances of functions or views
if their corresponding data types are compatible.
(I2) Web form instances provide web-based forms to manually manage measurement data
for data entries. All mandatory input data type slots of the instantiated web form have to be
filled with concrete data entries and all mandatory parameters have to be set accordingly. If
measurement data is managed by an external system (e.g., a company-wide bug tracking system) and consequently read-in via an external data access object (as specified in a data entry),
no web form instance needs to be instantiated.
(I3) Function instances apply the instantiated function to a certain set of data entries filling
the mandatory input slots of the function. A function instance processes (external and internal) data and produces (internal) output data as specified by the function, which could be further processed by other function instances or visualised by view instances. All mandatory
function parameters have to be set accordingly.
(I4) Finally, view instances apply the instantiated view to a certain set of data entries filling the corresponding mandatory data type slots of the view. A view instance may refer to
other (sub-) view instances in order to build up a hierarchy of views. For instance, if a certain
view is suited for the project manager as well as for the quality assurance manager, it may be
modelled as one sub-view that is contained in the project manager’s view as well as in the
quality assurance manager’s view.
Each component of a VC and its corresponding type contains explicitly specified checks
that may be used to test whether the specification is complete and consistent, whether data
are read-in correctly, whether function instances can be computed accurately, and whether
view instances can be created successfully. A visualisation catena comprises the whole data
processing and presentation chain needed to build up a purpose-, role-, and context-oriented
view on the incoming data. It consists of a set of data entries, each having exactly one active
data access object for accessing incoming data, a set of web form instances for managing the
defined data entries, a set of function instances for processing externally collected and internally processed data, and finally, a set of view instances for visualising the processing results.
Comprehensive practical examples of Visualisation Catenae for different project goals may
be found in [9]. A more formal specification of all components may be found in [7].

4. Selection of Control Components
The previous section defined reusable control components and their instantiation as a project-specific Visualisation Catena. For a goal-oriented selection of control components, a
structured approach is needed that describes how to systematically derive control components
from project goals and characteristics. The Specula framework makes use of GQM in order to
define measurement goals in a structured way. GQM provides a template for defining measurement goals, systematically derives questions that help to make statements about the goals,
and finally derives metrics in order to help answer the stated questions. In order to complete
such a measurement plan for a concrete project, each metric can further be described by a
data collection specification (DCS) basically making statements on who or which tool has to
collect the measurement data at which point in time of the project from which data source. In
[9], usage scenarios on how to derive a GQM plan from a control goal and how to define a
VC that is consistent with the defined goals are described. In this article, we will present the
approach used for selecting reusable control components in more detail.
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Figure 3: Relationships between GQM and the Visualisation Catena Concept.
Figure 3 presents an overview of all relationships between a GQM plan, its DCS, and a
VC. (A) Data entries collect measurement data for GQM metrics according to the DCS. If the
data has to be collected manually, a web form instance is used to implement the DCS in addition. For instance, if the DCS states that the start and end date of an activity shall be collected
from an MS Project file, a corresponding data entry is defined and a web form instance implements importing the project plan from the file. If a central repository exists for such plan
information, the date entry would directly connect to the repository (via a matching data access object) and retrieve the measurement data on a regular basis as specified. In the latter
case, no web form instance would be needed.
(B) Function instances compute metric values if a metric has to be computed from other
metrics. For instance, if a cost performance index is computed for an Earned Value Analysis
[6], the budgeted costs of work performed and the actual costs of work performed are needed.
This complex metric would be computed from the two simpler ones by a function instance. A
function instance could also compute answers for GQM questions by taking into account all
metrics assigned to the question and applying an interpretation model to all metric values.
For instance, if the question were to ask for cost performance of the project, a function instance would assess the values of the cost performance index accordingly. In analogy, a function instance could assess the attainment of a GQM goal by assessing the answers of all assigned questions using an interpretation model. For instance, if the goal was to evaluate the
project plan with respect to schedule and cost, a function instance could assess the answers of

the corresponding questions asking for cost and schedule performance and cost and schedule
variance.
(C) View instances visualise the answers to GQM questions. A chart is produced or tables
are displayed illustrating the metric results of the corresponding questions and the interpretation model used to answer the question. Basically, this means that the results of function instances and data entries are visualised by selected view instances. For instance, the cost performance and schedule performance index could be visualised as a line chart in which good
and bad index values are marked accordingly. Moreover, a view instance could visualise the
assessment of the GQM goal by visualising the combined answers of all assigned questions.
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Figure 4: Identification of Reusable Control Components based on GQM.
Utilising the relationships discussed above, we may use the (semi-)formal description of a
GQM plan to identify reusable control components and instantiate a corresponding VC accordingly. A formal definition of a GQM plan as well as a specification of several additional
attributes that could be used to identify control components from a repository can be found in
[5]. Figure 4 illustrates the main attributes of a GQM plan specification and their influence on
selecting the right control components from which the VC is instantiated. The high-level
steps of this selection process are as follows:
(S1) Assign each metric to a data type. The instantiated data entry will contain the metric
values later on. Identify matching data types based on the metric definition, the object to
measure and the quality attribute. For each simple metric (which is not computed out of other
metrics) instantiate the data type and create a corresponding data entry. Use the data collection specification to determine the start time, end time, and interval when the data should be
collected. Use the object and data source information in order to assign a corresponding data
access object. Activate checks if a certain validation strategy matches those implemented in
the data type. If the metric has to be collected manually (that is, no repository exists where
the measurement data is stored), identify a web form based on the data source and attach the
instantiated web form to the data entry. If no matching data type or web form can be identified, create a new control component matching the requirements of the measurement plan.
(S2) For each complex metric (which is computed from other metrics), identify a function
that is able to compute the metric based on the metric definition, the object to measure, and
the quality attribute. If the algorithm cannot be matched to a single function, try to identify
helper functions to compute the metric values. For instance, if a function checks whether actual effort values stay within a certain tolerance range and your project only defines one effort baseline in the project plan, scale the baseline in order to compute an upper and lower

bound using a corresponding function. Instantiate the identified functions by first filling all
input data slots with data entries or results of other function instances. Finally, parameterise
the function instances according to the metric definition. For instance, if the tolerance range
should be 10% above or below the effort baseline, set the corresponding parameter of a scaling function instance accordingly. Activate checks if a certain validation strategy matches
those implemented in a function. If no matching function can be identified, create a new control component matching the metric definition.
(S3) If an interpretation model is described in the GQM plan that defines how to formally
answer a question, identify a function implementing this model based on the object and quality attribute addressed in order to compute the answers to the question. Instantiate the identified functions by filling all input data slots with data entries or results of other function instances assigned to the question. Parameterise the function instances according to the interpretation model. If no matching function can be identified, create a new control component
matching the interpretation model. If a question is comprised of sub-questions, identify functions for each sub-question first and aggregate the answers of the parent question using a corresponding function.
(S4) Visualise the answers of the question by identifying a set of views based on the kind
of answers to the question and the data visualisation specifications of the measurement plan
(if any). A view may be identified by brute force by searching for views that visualise the
corresponding data type of (i) a function computing answers for the question or (ii) a function
computing (complex) metric values for the question, or (iii) a data entry collecting (simple)
metric values for the question. Instantiate the identified views by filling all input data slots
with data entries or results of function instances assigned to the question. Parameterise the
view instances according to the data presented (e.g., title and axis description, size, and colour). If no matching view can be identified, create a new control component matching the
interpretation model. If a question is comprised of sub-questions, identify views for each subquestion first and reference them in the visualisation of the parent question using a view that
is able to align views hierarchically.
(S5) If an interpretation model is described in the GQM plan that defines how to formally
assess goal attainment, identify a function implementing this model based on the object and
quality focus addressed in order to attain the measurement goal. Instantiate the functions in
analogy to the 3rd step.
(S6) Visualise goal attainment by identifying a set of views based on the kind of assessment of the goal and the data visualisation specifications of the measurement plan (if any).
Instantiate the views in analogy to the 4th step.
The selection process described above is largely performed manually. It could be partly
automated depending on the degree of formality of the corresponding measurement plan.
However, currently, performing this process requires a deeper understanding of the measurement program that should allow for project control and the components of the repository
that may be reused. The control components within the repository depend on the organisation
(and the very project that should be controlled). Some components may be more general and
applicable for several companies, whereas others may be very specific and implement organisation-specific control strategies. This is also related to the different kinds of components in
the repository. For instance, one control component may implement a (fairly) complex control technique (like Earned Value Analysis) and another component may just provide some
simple data processing to support other functions (like scaling a time series or converting between different data types).
Figure 5 shows a very simple example of how to select reusable control components. The
GQM goal was to evaluate the effort plan with respect to plan deviation. The one and only

question asked was about absolute effort deviation per activity. A complex metric defined the
deviation as the amount that an actual effort value is above an effort baseline or below 10%
of this baseline. Two simple metrics were defined consequently and operationalised by corresponding data collection specifications. The baseline should be extracted from a project plan
stored in an MS project file, so a corresponding web form collecting project plan information
and a data type representing the project plan including the effort baseline are instantiated.
Furthermore, a function is applied to extract the effort baseline from the project plan. The actual effort data should be extracted from the company-wide effort accounting system including the effort per person and activity. A data type is instantiated that connects to the accounting system using a corresponding data access object. A function is applied to aggregate the
effort data for each activity across all persons.
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Figure 5: Sample Selection of Reusable Control Components.

Figure 6: Web-based Implementation of the Specula Framework.
In order to detect effort plan deviations below 10% of the baseline, a lower effort bound
must be computed. Therefore, a scaling function is instantiated and parameterised with 10%.
In order to compute the complex metric, a tolerance range checking function is applied that
computes the effort plan deviation accordingly. Finally, a view is instantiated in order to

graphically display the results of the assigned function instances and data entries. A visualisation of the example can be found in Figure 6. The screenshot is taken from the web-based
Specula tool implementation and also contains other view instances of a project manager controlling view. Overall, four GQM goals were interpreted and visualised, including effort plan
evaluation, defect slippage control, defect states and classes control, and schedule deviation.
The VC consists of 8 view instances, 5 function instances, 9 data entries, and 9 web form instances.
The Specula framework is currently used and developed as part of the Soft-Pit project and
evaluated there in the context of industrial application scenarios. First evaluation results will
be presented in [3].

5. Related Work
An overview of the state of the art in Software Project Control Centres can be found in
[16]. The scope was defined as generic approaches for online data interpretation and visualisation on the basis of past experience. However, project dashboards were not included in this
overview. In practice, many companies develop their own dashboards (mainly based on
Spreadsheet applications) or use dashboard solutions (e.g., test dashboards [21]) that provide
a fixed set of predefined functions for project control (e.g., deal with product quality only or
solely focus on project costs) and are very specific to the company for which they were developed. Most of the existing, rather generic, approaches for control centres offer only partial
solutions. Especially purpose- and role-oriented usages based on a flexible set of techniques
and methods are not comprehensively supported. For instance, SME (Software Management
Environment) [10], [14] offers a number of role-oriented views on analysed data, but has a
fixed, built-in set of control indicators and corresponding visualisations. The SME successor
WebME (Web Measurement Environment) [21] has a scripting language for customising the
interpretation and visualisation process, but does not provide a generic set of applicable controlling functions. Unlike Provence [13] and PAMPA [19], approaches like Amadeus [18]
and Ginger2 [23] offer a set of purpose-oriented controlling functions with a certain flexibility, but lack a role-oriented approach to data interpretation and visualisation. There also exist
lightweight SPCC implementations (e.g., [4]) that concentrate on core metrics that are
adapted to the corresponding project environment.
The indicators used to control a development project depend on the project’s goals and the
organisational environment. There is no default set of indicators that is always used in all development projects in the same manner. According to [15], a “good” indicator has to (a) support analysis of the intended information need, (b) support the type of analysis needed, (c)
provide the appropriate level of detail, (d) indicate a possible management action, and (e)
provide timely information for making decisions and taking action. The concrete indicators
that are chosen should be derived in a systematic way from the project goals [12], making use
of, for instance, the Goal Question Metric (GQM) approach. Some examples from indicators
used in practice can be found in [1] and [14]. With respect to controlling project cost, the
Earned Value approach provides a set of commonly used indicators and interpretation rules
[6]. With respect to product quality, there exists even an ISO standard [11]. However, the
concrete usage of the proposed measures depends upon the individual organisation. Moreover, there is no unique classification for project control indicators. One quite popular classification of general project management areas is given by the Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMBoK) [17]. The PMBoK distinguishes between nine areas, including project
time, cost, and quality management.
The ideas behind GQM and the Quality Improvement Paradigm (QIP) [2] are well-proven
concepts that are widely applied in practice today. An approach based on GQM and QIP to

create and maintain enhanced measurement plans, addressing data interpretatation and visualisation informally is presented in [5]. Moreover, related work in this field is presented.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
The article presented the Specula controlling framework in order to set up a project control mechanism in a systematic and goal-oriented way, profiting from experiences gathered.
Reusable control components were defined and instantiated in order to illustrate how to define measurement-based project control mechanisms and to instantiate them for the software
development projects of a concrete organisation. A high-level process was shown that gave
guidance on how to select the right control components for data collection, interpretation, and
visualisation based on explicitly defined measurement goals. Moreover, a simple example
was presented of how to apply generically defined control components.
The Specula framework implements a dynamic approach for project control; that is, measures and indicators are not predetermined and fixed for all projects. They are dynamically
derived from measurement goals at the beginning of a development project. Existing control
components can be systematically reused across projects (and partly across organisations if
similar goals are concerned) or defined newly from scratch. Data is provided in a purposeand role-oriented way; that is, a certain role sees only measurement data visualisations that
are needed to fulfil the specific purpose. Moreover, all project control activities are defined
explicitly, are built upon reusable components, and are systematically performed throughout
the whole project. A context-specific construction kit is provided, so that elements with a
matching interface may be combined.
Further development and evaluation of the approach will take place in the context of the
Soft-Pit project. The project includes performing several industrial case studies with four different German companies, in which control centres and their deployment are evaluated. The
project is mainly organised intro three iterations focusing on different controlling aspects. An
application of Specula in the first iteration showed the principle applicability of the VC concept in an industrial environment [3]. The current iteration focuses more on the selection
process of the reusable control components and will evaluate parts of the approach presented
in this article. Future work will also concentrate on setting up a holistic control centre that
integrates more aspects of engineering-style software development (e.g., monitoring of process-product dependencies, integration of supplier interfaces, and linking results to higherlevel goals). The starting point for setting up such a control centre are usually high-level
business goals from which measurement programs and controlling instruments can be derived
systematically. Thus, it would be possible to transparently monitor, assess, and optimise the
effects of business strategies performed (such as CMMI-based improvement programs).
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